RJS-1TF
Jack Stands
SKU# 5150185
1-Ton Foot-Operated High Stand

Questions? Contact BendPak’s Sales Team
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363
Monday - Friday, 6AM to 4:30PM PST

Features Our Exclusive “Jiggle
Jack” Foot Pedal
The RJS-1TF high-reach jack stand is ideal for holding drivetrain or exhaust components in position beneath raised
vehicles. It’s similar to the RJS-1T high-reach jack stand but
features Ranger’s own foot pedal technology that helps
place the stand exactly where it needs to be during service.
This ultra-rugged foot pedal lets you “jiggle” components for
quick alignment (that’s why we call it the Jiggle Jack). Without
this feature, it can be tricky to get jack stands placed exactly
where they need to be, especially when maneuvering under
a car lift. This revolutionary foot pedal feature lets you stay
upright and make all your vertical adjustments by foot, so
your hands are free to horizontally position the lift.
The RJS-1TF high-reach jack stand is your perfect in-shop
helper for stabilizing a lifted vehicle. The ACME screw adjusts
to heights between 54.5” and 80.5,” and the thick rubber on
the stabilization pads provides maximum support.

Features
--

Perfect for holding drive-train or exhaust components

--

“Jiggle” foot pedal components allow for quick alignment

--

Heavy-steel construction for maximum durability

--

Quick adjust spin handle with thrust bearing

--

Hardened ACME screw for easy adjustment

--

Wide base provides maximum stability

--

Thick, rubber adjustable pad for maximum support

Specifications
Holding Capacity

1,650 lbs. (748 kg)

Lowered Height

54.5” (1,382 mm)

Maximum Height

80.5” (2,054 mm)

Base Dimensions (dia.)

12” (305 mm)

Shipping Weight

38 lbs. (17 kg)

Shipping Dimensions

53” x 14” x 4” (1,346 mm x 356 mm x
102 mm)
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